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constraint and the interest cost of servicing the public debt. The

policy experivent that is analysed is the decision by a ciovernnent to

replenish its stock of foreign exchange reserve throxrh a once—off open

narket sale of bonds. Without a fundanental fiscal correction (ie. a

decision to reduce the prinary (non-interesti deficit by an anuunt equal

to the increase in the interest cost of servicing the debt) the

conseqinces are as follows. In a deterministic nndel the timing of

the speculative attack is brought Iorwsrd (delayed) if the borrowing

takes place long before (close to the date at ubich without borrowing

the collapse uld have occurrecL The naqnitnde of the attack (the

final loss of reserves) aiwsys increases because of borrowing. In a
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and increases the likelihood of a later collapse Under mild

conditions the expected length of the tino interval until the collapse

occu-s is increased by borrowing.
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i Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to extend the recent literature on

coliapsing ranaged exchange rate reqis by allowing explicitly for the

ciouernirent budget constraint and especially for the interest cost of

seriicing the public debt The seminal paper of Salant and Henderson

11978] analysed the ialications of governuent attenpts to peq the price

of gold or to defend a price ceiling by mnaging a stockpile; it

denonstrated the inevitability of an eventual speculative attack and o

the collapse of such schenes. Rrrinn [1979] provided the first
application of this analytical approach to the acroeconomic problem of

defending a fixed exchange rate parity. Since then there have been iiny

other1 nxtinly theoretical1 studies of the viability of a variety of

ianaqed exchange rate reqines and of the nature and likelihood of

speculative attacks. [See e.g. Flood and Garber [l983 1984a1 h11

Obstfeld [1984a1 b, c}, Connolly and Taylor [1984] and Dornbusch

[19811]). Related relevant theoretical grk on speculative attacks1

runs1 etc. can be found in Salant 119831 ''iiich analyses price

stabilization schenes and Dianrnd and Dybviq 11983] thich deals with

bank runs. Enuirical urk in this tradition is still relatively scarce1

but notable exauples are Ctnthy and van Wijnberen [198311 Grilli 119841

1986b1. Collins [1984] and Garber and Grilli [1986L

The existing literature aintist invariably treats donestic credit

expansion (dce) as the exogenous ciovernnent control and fundanental

forcing variable driving the stock of reserves andlor the exchange rate

(One notable exception is Cunby and van I4ijnberqen [1983]). This paper
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"goes behind" doe and considers separately the priry non—interest)

ciouernaent deficit the interest cost of seruicinci the public debt and

the net issues of interest—bearing qavernsent debts By doing this, the

otherwise inplicit fiscal and financial aspects of decisions to alter

the 1e,el and/ar the rate of growth of the stock a dostic credit are

brought out explicitly. While this is a rthkiile exercise in its oxi

right, it is especially useful 'kien as in Garber and il1i [19861 and

Cil1i [1986b}. the consequences for the likelihood and timing of a

specu1atie attack on the exchange rate of a crouernirent decision to

borrow (internationally) to augnent its stock of reser'es is analyseth

In Sections 21 and 3) I analyse the consequences of a decision by

the go'ernnent to replenish its stock of foreign exchange reseres

through a once-off,, stock-shift open nerket sale of bonds Without a

fundanental fiscal correction (i.e a decision to cut the prirrary

deficit by an annunt equal to the increase in the interest cost of

seruicing the debt), the consequences of this decision to borrow f or the

timing arid nngnitude of the speculatiue attack that causes the collapse

of the fixed exchange rate reciine are as follows. In the deterministic

continuous tine rrndel of Section 2), the timing of the speculatiue

attack is brought £orntrd if the borrowing takes place sufficiently long

before the date at s.kiich the collapse uld haue occurred absent the

borrowing. It is delayed if the borrowing takes place sufficiently

close to the collapse date without borrowing, The negnitude of the

attack (neasured by the size of the final stock-shift reduction in the

stock of reserues to their critical leuel) alsniys increases asa result
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of the borrowing. In the stochastic discrete tii nde1 of Section 3)

the probability of collapse k periods or less after the borrowinq falls
for sn1l k and increases for large k. 1s in the deterministic case

this reflects the fact that because of the interest cost of ser'icinq

the newly incurred debt an act of borrowinq redes the level of the

stock of dcrnEstic credit (increases the level of the stock of reserves)

but also increases the rate of dowestic credit expansion (increases the

rate at cthich the stock of reserves declines). Finally4 under mild

conditions4 the expected leniith of the tine interval until the collapse

is increased by an act of borrowinq.

2 (vernnnt Borrowing and the Timing and !tgnitude of Speculative

£kttacks; The Continius Ti Deterministic Case.

The sinple contintus tiiie deterministic sumli country open economj

nDdel is given in eqtions I) to 4)

I)

2) P=SPN

F t)
3) i(t) = i() + ______

_J '-I

i- - SR E + i*SB
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Fl is the nominal stock of non-interest-bearing dostic
hiqh-porecE nnney, i the doimstic nominal interest rate y donstic

real output, P the dostic price level, P the foreicin price level, S

the spot nominal exchanqe rate, i the foreign nominal interest rate, 8*

the stock of qovernnnt debt, the stock of official foreign exchange

reserves and i the nominal prinery i.e. net of interest on the public

debt, deficit.

P i and y are exogenous. There is a single traded good and

strict purchasing por parity (F.F.P.) holds (equation 2). There is a

perfect international financial nBrket with risk-neutral speculators.

The doiiestic nominal interest rate is therefore given by the uncovered

interest parity condition (3). Et denotes the expectation operator

conditional on infornmtion available at tiire t. (4) denotes the open

econom,r consolidated governnmnt sector budget identity. ill qovernnt

borrowing is assuired to be denominated in foreign currency. This is for

convenience only. The paper is not concerned with the use of

(unexpected devaluation as a umans of reducing the real val of the

authorities interest-bearing debt. For that iss the currency

denomination of the debt is of course crucial. Isss of political or

sovereign risk are also ignored. is the current vali of public

sector "exhaustive" spending on goods and services minus taxes net of

transfers, excluding interest on the debt, i*SB*.

Using the nDnetary authoritys balance sheet identity ; can

reinterpret (4) as the familiar condition that the governnent deficit

L + i*SB* is financed by borrowing or donestic credit expansion D
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1 .e.

* *
4!) D+SB sL+ISB

crucial assunpt ion is that the interest rate paid on govermnt

debt, 1* > o, exceeds the interest rate on international reserves r*.

Given that assthiption, the further assun)tic)n nde in this paper that r*

= o, only serves to sinpiify the algebra. If the t interest rates

re equal there vuld, even in an only w1ininel ly rational lii, never

be any foreign exchange crises (or liquidity crises) ich re not also

governn-ent solvency or i ses The solvency constra int of the gouernxent

is given in equation 5). It is obtained by integrating the governnnt

budget identity forrd in tine and iaposinq a "no Fonsi gane"

trarisversaiity condition.

Ur.iI t1u._'

5)B(t)[B*(t)_R*(t)L:jEt{e
t

— f; j•.f•
J L tiiJLt_t

1This condition is iin a S(u)IE*(u) R*{u)I = 0. ee e.g.
U — C. J

Eluiter [1985].
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Eajuation 3) states that the value of the qovernints net

non—urietary debt should not exceed the present vaiue of future excted

prinery surpluses —v plus the present value of future expected

seignioraqe revenue 11(u) minus the present value of the eKpected futLece
- M * *cost of holding reserves (i (v)—r (u))S(u)R (v). Clearly if i = r

the opportunity cost of holding reserves is aero, 1 successful open
* *_ -nerket sale by the gouerrin-nt (equal increases in B (t) arid R (ti) thich

raise the future expected path of the stock of reserves (E+5R*(u)

for all u t)2 will not, in that case, affect the solvency of the

*
gouernnent the r . h of (5) is unaffected by it. Il, hcver,

then borrowing to replenish the stock of reserves will rsen the

gouerrment's solvency position. If (5) holds with strict equality, then

either future prinery surpluses niist be raised, or future seigniorage
* *revenue sist oc 000st ect in order to ave IU i nec wency. 3itn 1 = r , any

sensible governnerit uld raise both B* arid R* to arbitrarily high

levels, thus eliminatinq the risk of running out of reserves, without

* *tnis in any y affecting their solvency. 1 ) r 15 therefore a

necessary condition for there to be a reserve problem separate from a

soly problem. With i r*, debt repudiation or default uld
* *

acconpany any foreign exchange crisis. The assunptiorA that i > r is

historically appropriate for the gold standard reqie analysed by Gerber

£Note 5(v) 5 for t ere t is the date of collapse and R'(v)
t. i(v) and r(u), u < t are unaffected by the cpen sarket SCIC.

£ successful open nerket sale raises t.
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and Grilli [.1985] and Grilli [I986bj. In a sterling—dollar trld, with

a fixed dollar price of gold and a fixed sterling price of qoid r = a

thi1e sterling and dollar short neminal interest rates re positive.

Where nixiern financial deuelopnEnt s haue great ly reduced or even

eliminated the financial opportunity cost of holding reserves the

analysis of this paper has to be qualified since in the limit as rN

goes to i foreign exchange crisis is nerely one nanifestation of a

so1",ery crisis.

Initially the econcnw is on a fixed exchange rate with S = S When

the stock of reserves falls below a threshold level 11* the authorities

stop defending the exchange rate and a free float of indefinite duration

ensis. Other scenarios have been analysed (e.g. by (Jbstfeld [1984b1)

but for our purposes the sinplest case suffices. The threshold level is

set equal to zero. Following the new familiar argunent that efficient

financial nnrkets rule out anticipated future discrete or discontinuous

changes in the level of the exchange rate can calculate the date

t = t at 'irkich the fixed exchange rate reqine collapses and a free float

begins from the boundary condition that at t the exchane rate that

wuld prevail if the exchange rate collapsed and floated at t S(t)3

equals the fixed exchange rate S The exauple is chosen suoh that

reserves are lost continuously and a collapse in finite tine is certain.

Grilli [1986a] analyses a unre svnietric snll country ndel for thich

in addition to the loer bound on reserves (ktich ien crossed conpels a

float or a devaluation) there also is an upper bound ('iIiich vien crossed

convels a £bat or a revaluation . In a tu—country node I the sane
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results could be obtained with each national authority estab1ishiri a

lor bound for its stock of reser*ies.

In the exasple. hen the fixed exchange rate regims collapses! the

expected proportional rate of exohanqe rate depreciation becomss

positi"e The domsatic nominal interest rate therefore increases

discretely at t and there is a discrete {"stock—shift"] reduction in the

dennnd for real nnney balances. With SIt) given at S (because of the

required continuity of the exchanqe rate) the reduction in the real

nrney stock is brouqht about by a reduct ion in the nominal nnrey stock

The stock-shift reduction in the annoy stock 5M1t) is brought about by a

speculative attack at t in kiich the stock of reserves undergoes a

stock—shift reduction to its critical level. The total stock of

domsstic claims on the rest of the nrld cannot of course change at a

point in tims (barrinq repiiiation. The stock-shift loss of reserves

by the authorities is therefore mstched by doirestic pri'ate agents

acquiring interest-bearing claims on the rest of the rld.

The literature has traditionally treated domsstic credit expansion

I) as the fundaserital (exogenous; foroing uariable. 4hile ther-e is

nothing logically rong with such a specification! it suppresses and

therefore tends to obscure the fiscal and debt unriageneat aspects of

exchange rate reqiire uiability and hreakdon. The inportance of this

issue is greatest ken the policy euent under consideration is a

financial operation of the qouernwent. in exanpie of such an euent is

contained in wi stiilatiag papers by Gerber and Grilli [19861 and

Grilli [1386bj on the elnnnt—rbrgan Syndicate bond issue and its role
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in defendmq the ciold standard in i895 3rief lv their arqunt is that
Aen the U S Treasury horrod abroad through the Syndicate to

replenish its stock of cold reser1.e this act of borrowinQ increased

the uiability of the cold standard in the sense that it reduced

teiiformlv the probability of collapse after the loan s secured

conpared to it*at c•uld have been the case without the loanS

The analysis of this section and of the next deironstrates that the

Garber-Grilli arguunt inplicitly assunes that the act of borrowinct s

a000nbanied by a fiscal correction specifically by a reduction in the

prinery deficit 1iich kept doe after the borrowinq on the path it uld
haue been one without the borrowing Without such a I inca 1 correct ion

the need to service the additional debt requires either increased

donestic credit expansion or further borrowinq 1 there exists an

upper bound on the stock of interest-bearing debt a qovernnent is able

or wi 11 mg to countenance increased borrowing now neans increased

don-estic credit expansion later and therefore increased loss of reserves

and a greater probability of collapse later This argunent is of course

sinpiy an open economy extension of Sarpent and Wallaces "Unpleasant

tnetarist frithnetic

For sinplicity I consider the case in which the authorities engage

in one act of borrowinq at t = t it that date there is a

assuwe throughout that the long run real interest rate exceeds the
long run growth rate of the real tax base, to rule out feasible Ponzi

ganes
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stock—shift once-off open nrket sale of bonds.. Giueri perfect capital

nubility, it is iimterial ckether uisualiz.e the qo,ernnnt as

borrawinq at hone or borrowinq abroad. The net effect at t is a

stock-shift reduction in the stock of donestic credit and an equal

increase in the stock of reser'es and in the stock of interest—bearinci

public debt..

after the open nerket sale, no further borrowinq occurs.. This ney

well be an acceptable stylistic representation of the situation in the

late l89ø s cen gouernnent debt issues re uery nvch the exception to

the rule.. It uy also describe the situation of a nuther of deuelopinq

and semi-industrialized economies that are faced with an external credit

constraint and are giuen the option of a once—off relaxation of that

constraint.. Because of the higher debt seruice conponent in the public

sector deficit the rate of donestic credit expansion will be higher

after t than it uld haue been without the borrowinq4 if the prinary- - -

deficit path is unaffected by the borrowing.. The authorities

effectively purchase a once-off reduction in the stock of donestic

credit at t for a pern-E&nentiy higher rate of donestic credit expansion

after t. Equiialently they obtain a once-off increase in the stock of

reser'es at t for a hiqher rate of reduction in the stock of reser,es0 -
—4after t and until the fixed exchanqe repine collapses at t = t..

0 -

itse1f as show-i below, will be affected by the open narket sale..
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In the continnous ti1 deterministic irodel of this section the

effect of the open nmrket sale on the timing of the collapse is

aithigxus If the borrowing occurs ,ust before the exchange rate regiui

1Duld ha''e collapsed absent the borrowing, the collapse is postponed (t

increases) If the borrowing occurs long enoiih before the exchange

rate regine vuld hac'e collapsed in the absence of borrowings the

collapse is brought F orrd (t declines). In the latter case the higher

rate of decline of reserues dominates the once—off increase in the le"el

of the stock of reserues in the F orner case the opposite holds.

In the discrete tine stochastic nodel of Section 3 the probability

at t of collapse in or before period t + i = l 2 falls as a0 - 0 - -

result of borrowing at t for snaIl ji but rises for large i. The0 - -

intuition again is strong a stochastic 'ersion of liue now and pay

later. For an act of borrowing to lover uniformly the probability of

collapse it n-txst be acconpanied by a fiscal correction! i.e. by a

rethxtion in the prinary deficit.

s long as the fixed exchange rate regine sr;iues the beha'iour

of the stock of reser'es except at those instants that the nonetary

authorities engage in open narket operations is giuen by

SR = — + i*SB*) + + SB

+ pey + — N, the determinants of the growth in

denand for unney balances.



In order to ass'e that the exchange rate reqine is headed for

collapse it is assuned that L + i*SB* - > ® Since only one

stock—shift open warket sale of bonds at t is considered, = for-

all t ) t. Donestic credit expansion therefore exceeds the growth of'

tney dewand and a collapse is certain. iat remains to be determined

is the timing and the maqnitude of the speculative attack that forces

the abandorment of the fixed exchange rate regirie and the way in which

both timing and magnitude are affected by borrowing without a

fundanental fiscal correction.

first calculate the shadow floating exchange rate at tine

t, 5(t), i.e. what the exchange rate 'zuld be at t if it floated freely
for all future tima with at its critical value zero, i.e. with M = D.

£ linear approximation of the nodel gives us the equation of notion

for the expected exchange rate

6) t) = crS(t) oD(t) + z(t)

—l

where a = I
1DJ

> =

10>

and z(t) = P(t) +

JS&J
y(t) +

i3(t)i
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5
The solution for the exchanqe rate is gi'.'en by

7) 5(t)
je Et[cr.ND(s)

—

z(s)jds.

The shadow floating rate is the 'present discounted 'alue" of

future expected fundanntals. The fundanntals are future expected

nry stocks (or stocks of dowestic credit) and the future expected

determinants of noney demand z(.). i.e. the future Loreicin price le'el

the future £oreiqn interest rate and future real output.

The fixed exchange rate reqine will collapse and a free float will

coimenee at t = , if and only i £

8) 5(t) =5

Let the foreign interest rate i and the primary goernmant deficit

i. be constant o"er tima, i.e.

5We choose the unique continuously co;ergent solution.
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3*—*
9) D(t) = Dit + + i SB it )ht —

O ( OJ'

3*
flt t there is a stock—shift open nrket purchase ar1 thereafter B is

0 - -

kept constant.

From (7) (8 and (9) s find that

ta I - + *5*(, )]
101 5 = IDle ) + + iSB(t lilt — t ÷

°
I

t 'o'fl 01 Q•s

+ Z(t)

here

j'Tr 5' '
t,

U

j 't
C

ignore as of second order aqnitude, the effect of changes in the

e}{c-hange rate on debt ser-ice Since S is endoqenous froii t on D(t)

' Qiuen by D(t) = D(t) + + i3*SB(t ))(t - t)
+ i B (t) (5(u) — S)thi

L? J
C
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The interual beteen the open market purchase and the date of'

collapse is therefore gi.ien by:

S - —D(t )
- Z(t)0

The open market sale reduces D(t) by the sane anDunt it increases

SB* and SR. The effect of the borrowing an the timing of the collapse

is therefore given by

7

- t0)

aB* (ti,) L
_________ Ia'

denotes

SaE(+ ) I
-o

6dB*(t ) = —dD(t)0

12) t—t =0 I

.*—* -Ia+i5Btt )i m'0j—
S

13)

a(-t—t0

oB*
(to)

I-

L + jSB(t)

I-
4 + iSB(t)

r_ aN _1 *
— _—D(t) — Z(t)j I

+ iSE(t I aN
Oj Q

[a

— a i*(t_t )
—

ij
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The first term on the right hand side of 1i3) neases the

beneficial effect of hauinq a lo'ir,er stock of danestic credit and

acquirinci a larger stock of reserues at t. It obiiously postpones the

day of collapse. The second term represents the effect of the increased

rate of doiiestic credit expansion after t0 di to the increased debt

seruice! It brings forard the day of collapse.

hssuming, as '—_ do that 6 + i*SB > 0 and i > 0 the condition for

t — to to increase or decrease with an open nBrket sale at t can be

retritten as

ô( —t)Jl4 ° tø(=>—-- —tt—t
aB*(t)

* 0

tON

Thus the nBthemtics bears out the intuition that if reserues are

replenished by an open nrket sale just before the regine ould haue

collapsed, the date of collapse is postponed. If the repIenishnnt

takes place far enough in aduance of the collapse date without

replenishnent, the date of' collapse is actually brought forrd.

Fig'e I illustrates the tine paths of the stack of reserves with

and without borrowing at t. Clearly, the open nerket sale tilts the

8Note that S - -
D(t0)

— Z(t) > 0 if t > t, hich is a necessary

assuntion to have an interesting problem.
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reserve path it shifts it up vertically by ö R*(t) at t and

increases the steepness of the negatively sloped path after t. t is

the date of collapse without borrowing at to and R*(t_) the stock of

reserves the instant before the speculative attack at t.

Fiqure Ia represents the case r.èiere t — t increases as a result of— 0

gouernnnt borrowinq at t and Fiqure lb the case ere the attack is

brouqht I or'mrd.

To conlete the pictTwe ' nust determine 'that happens to the stock

of reserves at t, just before the collapse1 as a result of the open

narket sale The ansr is kno.n once know 'hat happens to the

ncminal interest rate at t 4t t1 i(t) = i with or without

- - _
borrowing. t t, i(t) = i' + E , If the proportional rate of

t 3(t)

exchange rate depreciation S/S is higher (1or) at t with borrowing at

t than without it, then the stock of reserves at t_ (and the collapse

to zero of the stock of reserves at t) will be larger (snaller) with

borrowing than without it. It is easily checked that

1-ri

a_5(t) _____—

SaB"(t)

Since S(t = S. the proportional rate of exchange rate depreciation at

the nDint of collapse is raised by borrowing at t reqardless of

ether the collapse is postponed or brought forward. Borrowing at to
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therefore increases the neqnitnde of the speculative attack as ifeasured

by the stock-shift loss of reserves at t.

For a cowtry headed toards an unnted devaluation4 the analysis

has the following invlications. First1 don't borrow too soon for

without any reduction in the prinery deficit4 too early borrowinq ney

precipitate the collapse. Seconds last minute" borrowing to defend the

exohanqe rate is useful if the tine it buys is used to inrdenent a

superior fundanental fiscal correction4 i.e. a nure effective package of'

neasures for reducing the prinery deficit.

3. Cverrrnent Borrowing and the Timing of a Speculative Attack;
The Discrete Tine Stochastic Case.

The discrete tine analogue of the nodel of equations 1) through 4)

is given by

16) M(t)
*

= y(t)
S(t)P(t)

17) P(t) 5(t) P*(t)

l8 1 + i(t1 = (1 i3(t) E,t)
- - - - *1 .1* - *. .1

19) Nt÷l) — Fitt) + StHB (t+l) — B t)j — StHR t+l) — H (t)lsS1 .1.

+ i*(t)S(t)B*(t)
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us before. t is the period durinq ich an open nerket purchase is
perforned. The probability1 at t that the fixed exchancie rate reciine

collapses in period t } t (neither later rr earlier) is deneted

zi(t, t). £ks before S(t) is the shadow floating exchange rate i.e.

the exchange rate that w,uld pre'ail at tire t if the fixed exchanqe

rate regin collapsed at that instant. Therefore

(20) n(t t) a Prob, 6(t) S and S(t—i) < Sz I i
tt0J

I I (t, t) is the probability, at t, that the exchange rate

regine will collapse no later than period t. I shall use the fact that,

for the shadow exchange rate forcing process specified below, (21)

he ids
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t
(21) 1 (t t) z\ n(j, t) =Prcbt (9(t) �)

j=t -f-ia

Linearizing the nudel of equations (16) to (19) . obtain the

following first order equation of nrition for the shadow exchange rate

22) 9(t) = a E S(t+l) + a D(t) +

9me second equality in (21) only holds because the shadow exchange rate
in ow node! alys depreciates.

Take e.q. the t-periood horizon1 i.e the probability that the fixed
exchange rate regino collapses in no sore thant periods.

It +2 t nIt +1 t I + (t +2 tto o' '0 0' 0 0

= Frob4 fS(t +1) ) + Prob 1s(t...+2) 1
'at 0 j

- Prob 6(t ÷1) ) S and S(t +2) } SI
t -o a
0

But since 6(t) is strictly increasing in t (see equation (26) below)

ProhtS(t+l) ) S and B(t+2) > Sj = Prob 15t÷1)
>

r

1Prob tSft +21 > S and S(t +1) ) st = Prob 's(t +2) > s S(t +1) > SItI'o ' 0 J tI 0 0

ProblS(t+1) > = ProbHS(t+l) > Jj

Therefore
1 i(t+2. t) = Prob j5(t+2)

>
sj
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ere

I 1

2a) a= 1+1 _l ;o<l
(I + i)p — -. NJ

23b) a ;a )o
Th + i)p —

154ç' N I
£Jc) utj = _ p (t) +

—1
((1 + i)p &r'i)p*J Ui + i)p —

NJ

lEt S(t + 1)1
1 i+i1* J0

-

Choosing the fundanEntalf conuergent forrd—1ooking solution for

9(t) ;- find

-. Vii I
24 6(t) = aD(t) + utj + ; a Etla Dft + k) + (t + k)

k= I

t+k— 1

I'kte that D(t + = D(t) + It + k—t) iB3(t) + z(j)

Following Flood and Garber [1984] —_ assus that L(j) is gouerned

by the following stochastic process.
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25a' = +

25b) E(j)=-)H+r(J)

The r?L11 are i.id. random iariables with an exponential density £

gi'Jen by

-. Xe ' ij) > 0a3C =
T7J)

—
2zd) 1- b B tj

This specification ensures that dowestic credit expansion, although

stochastic, is alys positi'e. Note that since arbitrarily large

realizations of rj can occur, there is alys a non-zero probability that

any stock of reserues, houer- large, will be exhausted by a speculatiuc

attack the next period. Lis pointed out by Flood and Garber [l984] the

currency will therefore al.eys stand at a I or'.erd discount hiie the

fixed exchange rate regi suruiues.

ssurning for notational sinlicity that u(t) = E u(t + k) 0 for

all t for all k 1, can now reite (24) as

a
26 Sit) = —— IDIt + It — t )(i*SBIt ) + — X +

1--a I o' o' o /
—

5 i=i-U

as
+ I + i SB It )
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27) 1 (t t ) =Prob (S(t) S) = Prob(t, t) K(t, t )lo t 00

t—l

28a) r(t t = flj)t
j =t0

fl-a ) a
28b)R(t, =

a I 1a ÷ i*SR*(t)]
Tfl j S

— ID(to) + (t — t)(i + iSB*(t ) — x')J

Sire the (j) •i = t0 t-1 are independent randan 'ariables each

ha;ing an exporntial distribution with paranter X1 it fo1iov that

r(t, t) has the gania density rt-t, X), there t -
to I and

29)1(t — t3,X)

Therefore

— , t—t —l —?n(tt ) —, •a qt, o e - - 0 ;

; i(t t)�ø

t —t

a



St—i t—t —i
A 0 r,kt—tJ 0
It—i- —i' —

— _o

Using e1eintary properties of gaim functions this sinlifies to

301 I {tt) —

1

(xx(tt))k —)K(t,t ) K(t,t) ) 0

K(tt) � 0

The case considered by Flood arid Garber [1984] in'ol"ed the

probability of collapse the neat periods I {t0 + 1, t0} ich from

(30) is giuen by

—XK(t + 1, t

I I (t ÷ 1, t) ={e
0 0

—XK(t t
ci'

; E(t + 1, t ) > 0
o 0

R(t + 1 t ) 0
o - ci

—X(AR(t4t))
e

'— _o

increases therefore also tends to raise

Co

H (t1t )=i F"'0 J

24

1

(t,t) increases with t i5e5 (t + 1, t0) > j J (t,t).
First holding the iPs constant, increasing t by one period adds a

positi.'e term to the sum in (30i Second from (28b) K(t1t) decreases

or stays constant (accordi as to Iether I. + i*SB*(t) -
0) as

a i j (tt0)
t increase fls shc below in equation (31), =- t-' 0

0 iny decline in K(t,t0) as t
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We now consider howi for K(tt) 3 the probability of collapse

&uing an inter,al of t — t periods after an open srket sale at t is

affected by this financial operationS Tedious algebra shows that

(t,t)
31) -.

-J =

SÔB*(t

—x(xK(te)tt1
(t t0 —-1)'

—XK(t,t)

saB*(e)

i1ott0
I I() I

'ON

ere. from (28b)

tR(tit )1 a
32)

° =li*1t_t 1 I
SB*(t )

0 —

0

From (31) and (32)

3) ! kt*to)I
J.I J

a
-- ___a < 1* 1-a

S

Noting that since a , this discrete tine stochastic

1 4- T-.— .4-.-- .— .4 .— 1 I 4-.— .,.-, + ,— 4- -EI.J. co a pon .

deterministic result reported in equation (l4)

k
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Clearly the probability of an ixiidiate collapse after an open

arket sale is reduced by the sale unless the interest rate is .'ery hiqh

indeed

a j I t + l t'0 - °H ri —' a —
— -

a
saB(t)0

ON

flso, from (33) the duration of the inter;al, after an open iiarket

sale, for iiich the probability of a collapse is reduced is inerseiy

related to the interest rate.

It xuld be inforntiue to obtain an expression for the expected

duration of the interual beten the open nerket sale and the collapse

of the fixed exchange rate regi1, and to analyse how it is affected by

the sale. The expected iting tin until the collapse is denoted

E4 (t — t ).
I- 00

The probability of a collapse occurring in period t (neither

earlier nor later) is rr(t,t) = I (t,t) — (t — I, t)
Therefore,

- V -

34) E(t — t) = ) (t — t) (t,t) — ft — i t)
t=t +1

0

- -
Note that I 1 ft t ) = 0 for k ;' .0 0-
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Note that (t1t) a prob [t,t0)

= probt [q(t,t) + (t - - + iB*(t) - X) K(t+i t)j

Therefore

iXK(t +1 t )•k —XE(t+1 t)
Et(t - t) = ) (t—t) 0 0 '

t0+1 k=o

—

t—t2
t0' XK(t+i, t)]

t—t —1 —XKt +11 t(AK(+1, tj) 0 0 0
= lt—t) e

o t—t —1)!
t=t+1

0
n

(XK(t + 1 t ))ttl XJ(t + e )0 0 0 0 is a Poisson density with
(t — t — I)!0

parater XK(t + 1 t ). Its nean is XK(t + I t ) Therefore0 0 0 0

-Xx
(XC a / a

Using the fact that if a
C) XO

and a is a constant, then

-A(v-al y-a>o
(AC

-

y-ao
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36) E. (t — t ) = XRtt + l t + I
t - 0 0o

Front (3) and (32) it £ollow that

ôE4 (t-t) I .-
37) o =Xl—i(l+

— l—a'J
GäPt) J- ON

n open irket sale at t nreases the eLmeoted lenqth of' the0 -

interual until the collapse of the eHohange rate regii i.f.f
i ( 1 — a. This is the sa (ak) condition under ihich

(t + l t) falls as a result of the open rket sale see

equation (34)

Conclusion

The in results of the paper are sumrizod in the introductionS

I conclude by restatinq the in policy conclusion and sugqestinq

possible eHtenslons of the approach adopted in this papers

The policy ssane of the paper is a familiar hut inportant one

rrowinq additional resers to defend the exchange rate is useful to

the extent that "buyinq tine" is usefuL It might eg be useful if the

quality of the fiscal package necessary to create a uiable exchange rate

reqine is inproued by a delay in its inpleentation rrowing without
a fiscal correction lors the likelihood of' an early collapse and

increases the expected duration of the interual until the collapse As
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it raises the likelihood of a later collapses .iiability (in the sense of

lena rrn asswed sw-,i',al of the unaqed exchance rate reqinel can be

achie',ed only by lov.erinq the qo,errrnent's need for seiqrTiioraqe re''en

This requires a fundanental fiscal correction4 i.e. a loring of the

prinry deficit.

Desirable extensions of the analytical approach of this paper

include a nnre flexible specification of fiscal and financial policy and

a irore satisfactory sodellinq of liquidity constraints4 leading to

£oreiqn exchanqe crises and the collapse of nenaqed exchancre rate

reqines4 and soh'encv constraints causina not only foreign exchange

crises but also default on or repudiation of public sector debt.12 1n

international cash—in-athiance nDdel nay be a suitable ,ehicle for

analysing both issues.

1For an interestinq discussion of son of these issues see Obstfeld

[1984b].
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Figure 1

Borrowing and the Timing and Magnitude of the Collapse of
A Fixed Exchange Rate Regime
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